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Papers se-2016-164 flows on to paper se-2017-35. The original paper se-2016-164 was rejected only so that the authors could resubmit the revised version with track changes. This was entirely a workflow issue, unrelated to the quality of the paper or the resubmitted material. As a result a new submission, paper se-2017-35, was promptly made by the authors. Because the reviews posted for se-2016-164 applied equally to se-2017-35, there was no need to resend it to review. I went through the track changes and the reviewers letters, checking for the quality and extent of the changes. I
then added my own minor corrections and clarification requests and accepted the new version of paper without the need to send it to review.

Please find the discussion of paper se-2016-164 at: http://www.solid-earth-discuss.net/se-2016-164/